
Labs / Math activity Main idea / Reading Writing 

Weigh a slice of bread.  And record the 
mass. 

Place the bread in a toaster and toast 
it. 

Reweigh the bread, did the mass of the 
toast differ from the bread?   

Repeat the experiment with popcorn in 
the microwave.   

If you get a different amount of mass, 
can you explain the differences? 

Use this simulation to practice balance 
chemical equations. 

 
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/

balancing-chemical-equations  
 

What did you find difficult?   

Listen to this podcast 
https://player.fm/series/chemistry-

for-your-life  
 

Listen to the episode : Why do apples 
turn brown? 

 
Write a review.  Was it easy to 

follow?  

With parent permission, and using 
items in your kitchen, come up with 

models of as many chemical reactions 
occurring as you can .  Take a picture 

of it or draw an example of it 
occurring.  You may use a parent or the 

internet for help with these. 

Create a table listing the different ways 
that you can prove a chemical reaction has 
occurred.  List the types of reaction, then 
write out the evidence that it occurred.  

People tend to confuse physical 
changes with chemical changes… 

Look at this picture of a fire.   
 
 
 
 
 

Is this an example of a physical or a 
chemical change?  

Write 
Explain how evidence of a chemical 

reaction 
may determine if a new substance 

has been formed. 

 Do a lab with a parent observing of 
mixing baking soda and vinegar.  Did a 

reaction occur?  How do you know?  
Write down your response.   

Read this passage about Vincent Van Gogh  
 

https://drive.google.com/open?
id=1bpOn5qq2zkfvJhI3sfA6r9uBnfg3EP6Y 

 
Work on the questions that follow it and 

discuss them with a parent.   
Use paints or watercolors that you may 
have and  once it is done see if you can 

artificially age them.  What did you use? 
  

1 A chemical equation is shown.  
 
 

 Is this equation balanced? Explain 
your answer, and include the 
characteristics of a balanced 

equation.  
2 What classifies something as a 

chemical reaction?  
3 List two observations that could be 

evidence of a chemical reaction.   

8th Grade Science 
Tic-Tac-Toe Choice Menu 

Week of March 23 – 27 
8.5E Investigate how evidence of chemical reactions indicates that new substances with different properties are formed 

and how that relates to the law of conservation of mass. 

Directions:  Start in the middle and then choose 2 other rectangles to make your tic-tac-toe. 

Follow us at JISD Curriculum and Instruction for additional information or visit our Curriculum and Instruction website for additional free resources at https://www.judsonisd.org/page/206  

https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/balancing-chemical-equations
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/balancing-chemical-equations
https://player.fm/series/chemistry-for-your-life
https://player.fm/series/chemistry-for-your-life
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bpOn5qq2zkfvJhI3sfA6r9uBnfg3EP6Y/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1bpOn5qq2zkfvJhI3sfA6r9uBnfg3EP6Y/view?usp=sharing


Labs / Math activity Main idea / Reading Writing 

Calculate the net force on these objects  
is it balanced or not?  Which direction 

will it move if it is unbalanced? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Read this passage about forces and answer 
the questions that follow 

 
https://drive.google.com/open?

id=1YAU9niUZ-
DU_vZweALQvDOz2vcdAdOpV 

You are designing a new game to 
play while you are quarantined.  If 
you are unable to get within 6 feet 
of your opponent, how would you 

play your game?  What forces would 
be involved?  Design the game and 
write down the rules and how to 

win. 

Use this simulation to model the effects 
of unbalanced forces on an object.  

Create a data table of what you did and 
write a short summary of what you 

learned. 
 

https://phet.colorado.edu/en/
simulation/forces-and-motion-basics# 

 

On Earth, there are two main forces that affect 
the motion of objects.  They are gravity and 
friction.  Develop an investigation to explore 
how adding unbalanced forces to a marble 
traveling down a ramp affects its speed and 

direction. You will need to collect data on the 
distance and time of a marble traveling down a 
ramp to calculate the speed. Then you will add 
up to six obstacles to the ramp that will apply 

unbalanced forces to cause the marble to 
travel as slow as possible and describe how the 

speed and direction of the marble changes.   
Create a data table and a conclusion on how 
speed is affected by mass and acceleration. 

Think about the last sport you either 
played in or watched.  What forces 
were involved in that sport?  Write 
about the balanced or unbalanced 

forces involved. 

Calculate the force using the mass and 
acceleration of an object: Force in N (F) = 

mass in kg (m) x acceleration in m/s2 .  
1. Calculate the amount of horizontal 

force needed to make a 0.5 kg football 
accelerate at 200 m/s2 when kicked.  

2. On Earth, the acceleration due to gravity 
is 9.8 m/s2 . If a person has a mass of 65,000 

g, how much force do they exert in 
Newton’s? In pounds? (Note: 1 lb = 4.448 N)  

3. A force of 250 N is exerted on an object 
with a mass of 45 kg located on a smooth 

surface. a. Calculate the acceleration of the 
object. b. In a second trial, a second object 
that is identical to the first is placed on top 
of the first object. What acceleration would 

the 250 N force produce? c. What is the 
effect of increased mass on the acceleration 

of an object if the same force is being 
applied?  

INSTRUCTIONS: Use the words in the box 
below to fill in the blanks based on what you 

have learned about unbalanced forces. Words 
may be used more than once or not used at all.  

 
Speed, force, acceleration, unbalanced, 

velocity, balanced  
 

One day Juana decided to take her dog Peblito 
on a walk. When Juana put Peblito’s leash on 

his collar, Peblito immediately began pulling on 
the leash. When Peblito pulled, he was putting 
a(n) ___________________ force on the leash. 

Juana pulled back on the leash so Peblito 
would stay still. Juana’s pull and Peblito’s pull 

were equal, so the two forces were 
__________________. Then, Peblito pulled so 
hard that Juana dropped the leash. Peblito’s 
pull was so hard that the forces on the leash 

were ______________, and he was able to run 
away.  

 

 

 

Think 
Imagine that your teacher has asked 
you to teach a lesson to your peers 

about balanced and unbalanced 
forces. 

Write 
Explain how you would demonstrate 

that unbalanced forces 
change the speed or direction of an 

object’s motion. 

8th Grade Science 
Tic-Tac-Toe Choice Menu 

Week of March 30—Apr 10 
8.6A Demonstrate and calculate how unbalanced forces change the speed or direction of an object's motion.  

Directions:  Start in the middle and then choose 2 other rectangles to make your tic-tac-toe. 

Follow us at JISD Curriculum and Instruction for additional information or visit our Curriculum and Instruction website for additional free resources at https://www.judsonisd.org/page/206  

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YAU9niUZ-DU_vZweALQvDOz2vcdAdOpV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YAU9niUZ-DU_vZweALQvDOz2vcdAdOpV
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1YAU9niUZ-DU_vZweALQvDOz2vcdAdOpV
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/forces-and-motion-basics
https://phet.colorado.edu/en/simulation/forces-and-motion-basics


Labs / Math activity Main idea / Reading Writing 

Do it! 

 

Record the moon phases over the course of the next two 
weeks.  Create a journal entry with a data table listing the 
moon phase, the time you drew a picture, a drawing of each 
moon.  Add any notes you may want to add about what you 
see. 

Reading passage 

The Davis Mountains of west Texas offer something 
to scientists that few places in the world can offer. 
As the Sun falls below the horizon, darkness settles 
in. The night sky comes alive with what seems like 
an endless number of stars. McDonald Observatory 
is located on top of Mount Locke and Mount 
Fowlkes. There is hardly any light pollution from city 
lights. It is one of the darkest places in the United 
States. Astronomers come to take advantage of the 
extra darkness. 

1. Why is it necessary to have darkness to use a 
telescope?   

2. What celestial bodies can a telescope show? 

Journal entry 

Answer the following questions, 
take your time and write for at 
least 5—10 minutes.  

Why does the illumination of 
Moon’s surface appear to 
change when viewed from Earth 
even though the Sun 
continuously illuminates half of 
the Moon?  

How does the relative motion of 
the Sun, Earth and Moon change 
the positions of these three 
bodies during a 28 day period 
(one month) and during a 365 
day period (one year)? 

How do these changes in 
position affect the lunar cycle? 

Calculate it! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
What is the slope of the function, and what does it 
represent?  

Using the slope of the function, how many centimeters is the 
Moon moving away from Earth each year?  

Main Idea 

The changes in the illuminated surface of the Moon 
visible from Earth is broken into 8 predictable 

phases of the lunar cycle: waxing crescent, first 
quarter, waxing gibbous, full moon, waning gibbous, 

last quarter, waning crescent and new moon.  

The Sun continuously illuminates half of Moon’s 
surface however varying amounts of this illuminated 

surface are visible from Earth at any moment in 
time, changing from only a sliver to the full half of 

the illuminated Moon. These changes in the visibility 
of the Moon’s surface follow a predictable pattern 

called the lunar cycle.  

Draw and label models of the moon phases.  Which 
one is currently happening?  What will the moon 

look like in a week?  

Creative writing 

Imagine you are a passenger on 
a spaceship that could travel to 
the moon.  Write a series of 
Diary entries to document your 
trip.  Discuss the colony you are 
going to and how it differs from 
Earth.  Will you see the same 
phases of the moon on your 
trip?  

Build it! 

Design a vehicle to drive on the moon.  Build a prototype 
using household materials.  It’s power must be supplied by 

rubber bands and it should roll across the floor at least 5 feet.  
Take pictures during the building process if available.  

Use it. 

On a clear night, go outside and see if you can find 
any objects in our solar system including the moon.  
If you have a cell phone, you can use an app such as 
SkyView Free to find the planets and other objects 

in our solar system.   

What is the current moon phase?  

What will it be in a week?  Draw examples of each 

Write an article 

Write an op/ed article to explain 
your position on NASA’s return 

to the moon and contrast it with 
Space-X’s desire to go to Mars.  

Is it a good use of our resources?   

8th Grade Science 

Choice Menu 
Weeks of Apr 13—24 

8.7B Demonstrate and predict the sequence of events in the lunar cycle.  

Directions:  Start in the middle and then choose 2 other rectangles to make your tic-tac-toe. 

Follow us at JISD Curriculum and Instruction for additional information or visit our Curriculum and Instruction website for additional free resources at https://www.judsonisd.org/page/206  



Labs / Math activity Main idea / Reading Writing 

Do it! 

Are these examples Biotic or Abiotic  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What biotic and abiotic factors are needed for survival?  

Reading passage 

From “The Martian” by Andy Weir 

Mark Watney was nearly killed by a dust storm on 
Mars and was abandoned by his crew who thought 
him dead. Now he’s all alone with no way of letting 

Earth know he’s alive, which doesn’t matter because 
his supplies would run out before they’d get there. 

Either way, the environment or human error will 
likely kill him first. Not giving in, Mark works to 

survive, battling obstacle after obstacle, but will it 
be enough?  

Imagine you are Mark Watney,  what would you do 
to stay alive? What does the Earth provide for you 

that isn’t available on Mars?  How would you 
improvise? 

Journal entry 

Write for 5—10 minutes about 
life in a quarantine house.  How 
does this simulate a terrarium?  
What are the biotic and abiotic 
factors you need in your house 

to survive? 

Calculate it! 

 

 

 

 

 

Squirrels depend on nut-producing trees as biotic food 
resources. Create a scatterplot of the relationship between 
the number of squirrels and the number of nut-producing 

trees in the observed area over the four year period.  

Owls depend on squirrels as a biotic food resource. Create a 
scatterplot to look at the relationship between the number of 

owls and the number of squirrels in the observed area. 
Describe the observed data. How are they related?  

Main Idea 

Complex interactions and interdependencies exist 
within ecosystems for biotic and abiotic resources. A 
specific population in an ecosystem is a group of the 
same species living in the same ecosystem. 
Individual organisms may compete for resources, or 
one population may compete with another 
population for ecosystem resources.  

Organisms rely on biotic food resources in their 
ecosystem. Sometimes those resources are varied 
and abundant, but often there is competition for 
limited resources. The competition may come from 
other organisms in the population, or it may come 
from other populations of organisms that depend 
upon the same resources.  

Creative writing 

Imagine that you are trapped on 
a deserted Island like Robinson 
Crusoe,  what biotic and abiotic 
factors would you need to 
survive?   Write a diary tracking 
your adventures gathering the 
items on the island that you 
need and why you chose them.   

Build it! 

Build a terrarium out of objects in your home.  Once built, go 
outside and find some biotic and abiotic components to add 

to your terrarium.  If it was going to last, what would it need?  
Make a data table and track the progress of it and record the 

quantities of organisms living in it on a daily basis. 

Read an article 

Watch the news, or read an article online about stay 
at home quarantining. How does this affect the 
biotic and abiotic elements outside your home?  
Write a summary of the story you read.   

Write an article 

You have been tasked to write a 
how-to article for a magazine.  
The article is about taking care 
of a pet.  Write about the needs 
of the pet and how you would 
provide for all their needs, both 
biotic and abiotic.   

8th Grade Science 
Tic-Tac-Toe Choice Menu 

Weeks of Apr 27—May 8 
8.11A Investigate how organisms and populations in an ecosystem depend on and may compete for biotic factors such as food and abiotic 

factors such as quantity of light, water, range of temperatures, or soil composition.  

Directions:  Start in the middle and then choose 2 other rectangles to make your tic-tac-toe. 

Follow us at JISD Curriculum and Instruction for additional information or visit our Curriculum and Instruction website for additional free resources at https://www.judsonisd.org/page/206  



Labs / Math activity Main idea / Reading Writing 

Calculate it!  

 

 

 

 

 

Create a double-bar graph below comparing the trout 
populations before and after Hurricane Irene hit 
Vermont. Include a key. 

What was the mean (average) number of trout prior to 
Hurricane Irene?  

What was the mean number of trout after Hurricane 
Irene?  

What was the percentage decrease in the mean number 
of trout in the four watersheds?  

Reading passage 

Read the passage linked here about the 
Gulf Coast and Environmental impacts of 
humans and answer the questions that 
follow.  

https://drive.google.com/file/
d/1fdLngvgHVQpbaU2X0MAqNwAs1QBz3_
dC/view?usp=sharing 

Journal entry 

Write for 5—10 minutes answering these 
questions.  What is the difference between 
short-term and long-term environmental 
changes that affect organisms or 
populations? Provide examples of both long-
term and short-term changes.  

How can human activities cause long-term 
environmental changes? 

How can long-term environmental changes 
affect organisms and populations? 

Do it! 

Perform an investigation comparing two environmental 
sites, one in a natural setting, and one that has been 
disturbed or disrupted. Collect data comparing biotic and 
abiotic factors such as: air, water and soil quality, 
percentage of producers, evidence of animal life, 
invasive species, and pollution using the internet, 
cellphones, or tablets to research the data.  

Choose two sites of equal area, one natural and one 
disturbed, from which to collect data. Site 1 – Natural 
Area: 2. give a rough measure and map the site. Be sure 
to draw and label water sources, plants, and other 
features that impact the ecosystem. 3. Collect  
photographs to document your investigation. 4. Make 
observations and complete a data table of as many of 
the following in your journal as you can: A. Water – 
source, temperature, clarity, B. Soil percent open (not 
covered by cement) C. Plants – percent covering ground 
D. Animals – evidence of or observed invasive species 
(estimated), and other observations E. General – 
estimated amount of biodiversity, pollution, litter, and 
other observations  

Site 2 – Disturbed Area • Repeat steps 2 through 4 for 
the disturbed area.  

Main Idea 

Human activity affects natural systems 
through agriculture, urbanization, resource 
consumption, and pollution from waste 
disposal, energy production and climate 
change. Many of these activities can 
permanently alter ecosystems. These 
changes to an ecosystem may cause some 
genetic variations in a population to 
become more favorable or less favorable in 
the new environment, giving individual 
organisms an advantage. If species 
adaptations to the new environment are 
not present or do not develop, populations 
can become extinct.  

Creative writing 

The polar bear’s future is literally melting 
away along with the Arctic sea ice beneath 
its feet. Polar bears are currently found in 
the Arctic regions of Alaska, Canada, Russia, 
Greenland, and Norway. If current warming 
trends continue unabated, scientists believe 
that polar bears will be highly vulnerable to 
extinction within the next century. Rising 
temperatures in the world’s oceans are 
causing sea ice to disappear for longer and 
longer periods during the late summer, 
leaving the world’s largest non-aquatic 
carnivores insufficient time to hunt. Polar 
bears can only survive in areas where the 
oceans freeze, allowing them to hunt seals 
living under, on, or in the frozen polar ice 
cap. Scientists contend that in the absence of 
sea ice, the whole basis of polar bear ecology 
ceases to exist.  

Your mission is to produce a Public Service 
Announcement (PSA) that raises awareness 

of the polar bear’s endangered future.  

Build it! 

Design a way to cool a room without using a heat 
exchanger such as an air conditioner.  Use materials 
around the house and come up with a way using your 
knowledge of science, and the properties of moving air.  
(think about breathing out through pursed lips and an 
open mouth).  Make a working prototype and “sell” it on 
shark tank.  What is your sales pitch?  How does your 
prototype work? 

Read an article 

Read a news article about how the CoVid-
19 virus is making an impact on the 
environment through human changes 
either online, on TV, or in the news. 

Write an op-ed piece discussing the changes 
and how it effects the world as a whole.  

Write an article 

Write an article for National Geographic 
magazine detailing your community’s efforts 
to combat rapid climate change  describe 
things people can do at home to slow the 
warming of the planet and the global 
pollution crisis. 

8th Grade Science 

Tic-Tac-Toe Choice Menu 
Weeks of May 11—15 

8.11B Explore how short- and long-term environmental changes affect organisms and traits in subsequent populations.  

Directions:  Start in the middle and then choose 2 other rectangles to make your tic-tac-toe. 

Follow us at JISD Curriculum and Instruction for additional information or visit our Curriculum and Instruction website for additional free resources at https://www.judsonisd.org/page/206  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fdLngvgHVQpbaU2X0MAqNwAs1QBz3_dC/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fdLngvgHVQpbaU2X0MAqNwAs1QBz3_dC/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fdLngvgHVQpbaU2X0MAqNwAs1QBz3_dC/view?usp=sharing

